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Dubbed) Romdo dome city should be perfect, but Re-l Mayer, the young female inspector from the Civil Intelligence Directorate, along with her team, also came to these places to investigate. Dark, ancient caverns and valleys where ancient magic may still dwell. But what is underground there? Description: "Soul of Silence"La la lullaby) Japanese (animated) series directed by Takashi
Nakazawa in anime style, created on the basis of the manga of the same name popular in Japan mangaka Utahashi Takahata (jap. æ°´æ³° ã�•ã‚�ã�•ã�—ã�„ Takahata Utamaro). Katsuragi (Japanese for "king", a real person) is a 12-year-old boy known as "Pure Mangavy", according to official legend, is a descendant of the Japanese emperor. He is no longer able to contain his nature and

has great strength. Description : When there was an explosion at the Cross-Tableby station, one of the passengers - Mallet Kenneth Stark - opened a portal to the planet Tassis. Kenneth had to survive on an alien planet with the help of the company "Spirit", which is engaged in the search for the material world. Title: Heroes 4. Part 2: Search (Geroi 4. Part 2: Retrieval) Shiro Haruhiba
(Japanese for "middle") is a 19-year-old teenager whose house is now inhabited by aliens. But they're not exactly scary, they're just not human. They live in Shiro's house and can't hurt him, even if he asks (hey, okay, I do this even when I'm really sick). But one day, one by one, they decided to leave the house. The reason for this is that zombies have appeared on the planet. Genre:

Comedy, Film, Series, Series Description for the film: "Rebel Soul" (Japanese. Monogatari: The Lost Soul of Mr. Kojima) The first anime series, which is a sequel to OVA Ghost in the Shell. Four former agents of the Japanese secret service arrive on an island in the eastern sea, where a huge information bomb hangs over a secret laboratory created from the wreckage of a crashed plane.
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